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JANET NAPOLITANO UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS WON'T BE
DEPORTED
VO: 25
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said Friday that illegal immigrant
students and young adults who meet the criteria in last year's failed legalization
bill in Congress are not a "priority" for her department's law enforcement efforts.
Wading into an increasingly thorny debate, Miss Napolitano said she cannot
unilaterally ignore deportations laws for broad groups of illegal immigrants, but
said students and young adults who would have been legalized had last year's
"Dream Act" legislation passed Congress are not a chief target of federal
authorities. "I will say, and can say, that you know what? They are not, that group,
if they truly meet all those criteria, and we see very few of them actually in the
immigration system, if they truly meet those, they're not the priority," the secretary
said at an event sponsored by NDN, a progressive think tank and advocacy
group, on the future of the nation's border policies.
 
ARIZONA LAWMAKERS ON SB1070
VO: 29
At the start of the year, it appeared that Arizona's SB 1070 would spread the
country like wildfire, with at least 24 state legislatures having introduced copycat
"show me your papers" bills since the original passed in spring 2010. But to
date, none of those states have passed the bills and at least 10 legislatures have
killed the bills altogether. Now, with many state legislative sessions coming to a
close, the fight against SB 1070 copycat legislation appears contained to just a
few key battlegrounds. Converging forces have blocked the copycat bills'
success. On the one hand, the bills have spurred broad opposition from
immigrant and civil rights groups, as well as from business interests. On the
other, a ticking clock killed several bills as legislative sessions end before
lawmakers have had time to pass the controversial laws-particularly in a season
in which most state political debates are dominated by budget battles.
 



ACLU DENVER IMMIGRATION ACCUSATION
CARLOS RAUSSEO - DENVER, COLORADO
PKG: 2:03
A mexican immigrant filed a federal lawsuit against denver police in the argument
that was arrested and charged for being undocumented, even if a show a valid id
... Jose Sanchez, the young mexican was arrested by the denver police last year
no reason, filed a lawsuit against the security of this body, racial discrimination
and arrest no reason ... sanchez was arrested by the police on 29 july 2010,
while smoking a cigarettes at the door of the house of his girlfriend, then ask for
documentation
 
UNEMPLOYMENT DROP
VO:24
The nation's job-creation engine revved up last month and pushed the
unemployment rate to its lowest level in two years, spreading optimism the
economic recovery is firmly in place and giving President Obama a political
boost. The economy lured back unemployed Americans who had given up hope
of getting another paycheck as increases across nearly all sectors led to
216,000 additional jobs, the Labor Department said. The unemployment rate
ticked down to 8.8% - a full percentage point lower than in November and the
sharpest four-month drop in 28 years. Obama, trying to fend off a Republican
push for deep budget cuts that administration officials warn could derail the
recovery, said Friday that the economy was showing "signs of real strength
 
===========================
 
04/04/2011
 
NEW CALIFORNIA IMMIGRATION LAWS
SANTIAGO LUCERO. SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PKG 2:15
Assemblyman Tim Donnelly, of Twin  Peaks, will host a rally and press
conference regarding Assembly  Bill 26, the "Secure Immigration Enforcement
Act." Special guest,   Arizona State Senator Russell Pearce, who was
instrumental in  passing the Senate Bill 1070 in Arizona, will be speaking at the
rally. Assembly Bill 26 would help law enforcement manage illegal  immigration in
the State and fulfills Assemblyman Donnelly's  campaign pledge to introduce a
bill similar to the Arizona immigration law, in California. This measure would,
among other things, end sanctuary cities and enforce immigration laws against



employers  who knowingly hire illegal aliens, which will free up jobs for citizens
and eliminate incentives for people to come here illegally.
 
TOYOTA CLOSING U.S. PLANTS
VO :20
Japanese auto manufacturer Toyota recently announced that the company will
have to close all its production plants in the US because of last month´s
earthquake. The company says there´s a shortage of parts from Japan. It is still
unclear when exactly the closures will happen and if all 13 US plantswill be shut
down at the same time.
 
McDONALD'S 50K NEW JOBS
VO :21
McDonalds, which boasts its sold billions of burgers, now says it plans to hire
50,000 workers across the U.S. in one day. They have set April 19th for job fairs
around the nation. They are looking for part time and full time workers, even
management to help them turn more of their restaurants into 24-hour operations.
An industry watcher says the number isn't that impressive. As big as the firm is
and with their rate of turnover, they need to hire 58,000 every month just to keep
the fryers cooking, and the burgers flipped. The jobs start at $8.30 an hour.
 
===========================
 
04/05/2011
 
FAA ORDERS MORE INSPECTIONS
VO :25
The Federal Aviation Administration is expected to issue an emergency directive
requiring inspection of about 175 Boeing 737s for fatigue damage following an
incident in which a Southwest Airlines plane was forced to make an emergency
landing after a hole ripped open in the roof. The order comes after Southwest
canceled nearly 700 flights nationwide - including 16 of the 130 flights in and out
of Boston - in the three days since a 5-foot gash opened up in the fuselage of a
Boeing 737-300 shortly after takeoff from Phoenix on Friday.
 
SOUTHWEST FINDS CRACKS IN MORE PLANES
VO :21
A senior Boeing Co. engineer said Tuesday that Southwest Airlines Co., which
works its planes longer each day than other airlines, wasn't to blame for metal



fatigue that led to a hole in the roof of a jet last week. Paul Richter said the
aircraft maker was surprised by Friday's rupture of the Boeing 737-300 because
the company didn't expect cracking in the aluminum skin of such planes for many
more years. Southwest planes make frequent short and medium-length hops.
They spend an average of 11.7 hours a day in the air -- a full hour more than the
airline industry average, according to government figures.
 
GEORGIA IMMIGRATION PROTEST
VO :22
Eight young illegal immigrants were arrested Tuesday for sitting in the middle of
a busy street in front of the Georgia Capitol, protesting their lack of access to
higher education in a scene reminiscent of civil rights demonstrations decades
ago. The group, made up of mostly students, believe their plight is similar to
movement the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led, and they met with former activists
from the 1960s to hash out their civil disobedience plan. As the foreign-born
youngsters sat in the road, at times holding hands, hundreds of supporters lined
the street and cheered in support as the illegal immigrants were led away in
handcuffs.
 
FLORIDA IMMIGRATION LAW
ANA PEREIRA. ORLANDO, FLORIDA
PKG 1:39
Legislators seeking to discourage the hiring of illegal immigrants are one step
closer to overhauling Florida's employment law. The State Senate's judiciary
committee on Monday approved a bill requiring companies use the federal
government's electronic verification program for new hires or to request those
employees show state-issued identification cards. The bill also encourages local
enforcement agencies to train officers to enforce federal immigration laws.
Unlike previous drafts, though, the bill does not require such training due to
budget constraints.
 
HOUSE PANEL APPROVES IMMIGRANT TUITION BILL
VICTOR HUGO RODRIGUEZ. PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PKG 2:11
House lawmakers are pushing a bill that would grant in-state tuition rates at
Maryland colleges to illegal immigrants, but only if they jump through some
hoops first. The House Ways and Means Committee approved a bill Tuesday
that would grant illegal immigrants in-state tuition rates if they complete two years
at a community college first and can show their parents paid state taxes for the



three years before they enrolled. The panel added a requirement that immigrants
sign up for the Selective Service to receive the reduced tuition. It also changed
the definition of an immigrant receiving the reduced tuition rate to count as a part
of a school's out-of-state student pool, so in-state slots for Maryland residents
are unaffected.
 
RATS BECAUSE BUDGET CUTS
MARIELA SALGADO, NEW YORK
PKG 2:00
Gone are the days when rats ran rampant only in New York City's subways.
Manhattan Borough President Scott Stringer called for increased efforts by the
city Tuesday to fight the pesky, menacing vermin. Stringer blamed budget cuts
and lack of funding for pest control while demanding Mayor Michael Bloomberg
and City Council do something before the problem came back to "bite them."
This issue should be taken off the budget table because this is about the health
and welfare of our city, of our children and of our elderly," Stringer said.
 
==============================
 
04/06/2011
 
SCHOOL RAIDS & IMMIGRATION LAWS
PKG: 2:00
In a elementary school in southwest Detroit, Michigan, parents say they have
experienced moments of panic, when according to them pursued immigration
agents ... This mother can not hold back the tears when he recounts how her
husband took ... And she wants justice for undocumented parents with U.S.
citizen children ... The principal will ensure that student pursuit of ICE has caused
trauma among students ... The actions of March 31, allegedly committed by six
immigration agents were denounced by immigrant activists in this city, who claim
that ICE violated his own code of ethics in carrying out raids in the vicinity of
schools, and so have several demands for the federal agency... Late last night
the Alabama State House of Representatives in a 73-28 vote passed an anti-
immigration law that will allow police officers to hold people suspected of being
in the country illegally. If there is 'reasonable suspicion' that someone is here
illegally an Alabama police officer can demand proof of citizenship and while
waiting for proof someone can be detained in jail. In addition it would be a crime
to provide housing, rent to, give a car ride to or employ an illegal immigrant. The
bill sponsor Republican Representative Micky Harmon is hoping illegal



immigrants will 'deport themselves' if this bill becomes law. The bill now goes to
the Alabama Senate.
 
CITIES DISPUTE 2010 CENSUS COUNTS 
LOURDES DEL RIO - INHOUSE
PKG: 2:00
In New York City, some parts of Brooklyn and Queens were mistakenly classified
as vacant, according to Joseph Salvo of the city planning department. "People
are saying, 'Where are these areas? Because I need an apartment,' " Salvo
says. Omissions can be costly. The federal government hands out money for
things such as schools and public safety based on the count. In New York, each
person left out means $3,000 a year the city won't get, says Rachaele Raynoff,
planning department spokeswoman. Government officials may submit Census
challenges between June 1, 2011, and June 1, 2013. The bureau won't do
recounts, but it will add people when local governments can prove errors. After
the 2000 Census, the bureau found possible problems in 1,180 of the country's
39,000 jurisdictions. In the end, it raised the national tally by about 2,700 people.
Hidalgo County, Texas, believes 8% of its rural population was missed, and the
county may sue, says Jose Garza, a lawyer hired by the county. "We don't want
to get caught flat-footed at the end of the day if (an appeal) doesn't work out," he
says.
 
==============================
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NOTHING TO REPORT
 
==============================
 
04/08/2011
 
NUEVA YORK "DREAM ACT"
VO:21
Daniella Alulema of the New York State Youth Leadership Council has a degree
in accounting, but the Ecuadoran native says she can't put her education into
action because of her immigration status. She says she was looking forward to
seeing Congress pass the DREAM Act, which would give undocumented youth
education opportunities while on a conditional path to citizenship. The limitations



are fairly stringent: to be eligible, an immigrant must have come to the U.S.
before turning 16, currently be younger than 35, lived in New York for at least two
years and obtained a high school diploma or GED. Further, eligible people must
not have any felony convictions and must have completed two years of college,
two years of service in the National Guard or 910 hours of community service.
 
MARYLAND IMMIGRANTS
VO:19
The Maryland House of Delegates has passed a bill allowing illegal immigrants to
pay in-state tuition, if they meet certain conditions. The House voted 74-66 on
Friday for the measure. The Senate already has approved legislation. The two
chambers will have to work out some differences added by the House before the
Legislature adjourns Monday night for the bill to go to Gov. Martin O'Malley, who
has said he will sign the measure. Illegal immigrants would have to complete two
years at a community college and show that their parents paid state taxes for the
three years before they enrolled to qualify for in-state tuition. Democrats say it
creates opportunity for people who have lived in Maryland for years, but
Republicans contend it rewards illegal behavior at taxpayers' expense.
 
==============================
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ARIZONA IMMIGRATION APPEAL
LUIS MEGID. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
PKG 2:01
A federal appeals court is refusing to lift a stay blocking major parts of a tough
Arizona law targeting illegal immigrants from taking effect. The 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals on Monday turned down an appeal filed by Gov. Jan Brewer.
The governor asked them to lift an
injunction imposed by a federal judge in Phoenix the day before the law was to
take effect on July 29, 2010. The U.S Justice Department sued to block the law.
It argued it violates the constitution because enforcing immigration law is a
federal issue. Brewer's lawyers said the federal government hasn't effectively
enforced immigration law and that the state law will assist federal authorities. The
law would require police to check immigration status when enforcing other laws,
among other provisions.
 
GEORGIA HB-47 & SB-40



VO :21
With two immigration reform bills possibly up for a vote next week in Georgia's
Legislature, critics of the bills warn that an unintended consequence will be
decreased investment into the state from around the country and the
world.House Bill 87, which attempts to crack down on illegal immigration by
mandating that businesses verify their employees' legal status, passed the
House of Representatives in early March. Later in the month, a similar piece of
immigration reform, Senate Bill 40, was adopted in the Senate. While it is unclear
if the bills will reach the opposite chambers for a vote, lawmakers could make a
decision about the legislation before April 14, the last day of the 40-day session.
D.A. King, president of the Dustin Inman Society, which opposes illegal
immigration, said the bill will open up jobs for unemployed Georgians, while
critics of the bills told GlobalAtlanta the legislation could send a message that
international investment is not welcome in Georgia.
 
=============================
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ARIZONA IMMIGRATION APPEAL
VICTOR HUGO RODRGUEZ. PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PKG 1:48
A federal appeals court on Monday refused to lift a stay blocking major parts of
Arizona's immigration law from taking effect and said the federal government is
likely to be able to prove the controversial law is unconstitutional. The 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals turned down an appeal filed by Gov. Jan Brewer. She
had asked the appeals court to lift an injunction imposed by a federal judge in
Phoenix the day before the law was to take effect on July 29, 2010. The U.S
Justice Department sued to block the law, saying it violates the U.S. Constitution
because enforcing immigration law is a federal issue. U.S. District Court Judge
Susan Bolton issued an injunction preventing four major parts of the law from
going into effect pending a trial. Monday's ruling by the three-judge appeals court
panel upheld that injunction.
 
GOV. IMMIGRATION REPORT
FERNANDO PIZARRO. WASHINGTON, DC
PKG 1:46
Today, the Immigration Policy Center will release DHS Progress Report: An
Analysis of Immigration Policy in the Second Year of the Obama Administration.



In its second year under the Obama Administration, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS)-which is responsible for the nation's three immigration agencies
(USCIS, CPB, and ICE)-continues to struggle with its competing missions of
providing immigration benefits and enforcing immigration laws, all within the
context of an outdated and broken immigration system. Over the past year, while
waiting for Congress to act, the Administration has increased its emphasis on
enforcement and deportation and denied its ability to provide administrative
relief.   The forthcoming report finds that, while DHS has made significant
progress in some areas, there is much room for improvement. The report
recommends that DHS act in line with its own stated priorities and exert its
executive authority to bring about much-needed reforms that can be done in the
absence of Congressional action.  
 
MARYLAND DREAM ACT
CLAUDIA UCEDA. MARYLAND
PKG 1:47
The General Assembly in Maryland approved The Dream Act. After a turbulent
journey in both the Maryland State House and Senate, legislation allowing illegal
immigrants to qualify for in-state college tuition rates passed last night, as the
428th session of the Maryland General Assembly came to a close in Annapolis.
Gov. Martin O'Malley (D) has pledged to sign the bill, paving the way for students
to enroll in community college as early as this fall. The bill will allow
undocumented high school graduates to receive in-state college tuition rates
providing they meet certain criteria. The research arm for the state legislature,
The Department of Legislative Services, estimated it would cost Maryland
taxpayers $778,000 in fiscal year 2014 and up to $3.5 million in fiscal 2016 to
subsidize the tuition rate undocumented students would receive. There are
currently 16 community colleges in Maryland.
 
=============================
 
04/13/2011
 
"DREAM ACTERS" ILLINOIS
VIVIANA AVILA - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PKG: 1:51
Various bus came to illinois state capitol ... in springfield, full of undocumented
students, parents and leaders urge support pro immigrant bill for local like the
"dream act". Initiative drivers say that, but have the support of other democrats,



will have to overcome republican resistance.
 
NEW YORK HERO HOT DOG CART
CLAUDIA UCEDA - SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
PKG: 1:42
For many people, Isidro Cabrera is the man who sells them their lunchtime hot
dog at his stand in Silver Spring. To Discovery Communications employees, he
is a hero. Discovery officials surprised Cabrera with a new, state-of-the-art hot
dog cart on Feb. 2 in appreciation for his help in warning employees about the
Sept. 1 hostage crisis at the Discovery building. Cabrera's cart, Augie's Doggies,
is stationed near an entrance to the building on Georgia Avenue. Cabrera said he
saw Wheaton resident James J. Lee standing inside the glass-paneled building
at One Discovery Place on that September day, soon after Lee had entered the
building at 1 p.m. wearing metallic canisters strapped to his body and waving a
starter pistol.
 
=============================
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GEORGIA IMMIGRATION LEGISLATION
VO: 20
On the last day of Georgia's 2011 legislative session, the controversial
immigration bill is the only major bill that still hasn't been resolved. State
lawmakers have until midnight Thursday to come to an agreement on the bill, or
else it will be dead for the session. Republican leaders in the House and Senate
still have not come to an agreement on which version of the bill to pass. Both
versions would allow law enforcement officers to check the immigration status of
certain suspects. But the House version is tougher. It also requires companies
with 10 or more employees to check the immigration status of new hires. House
Bill 87 is now in the hands of the Senate.
 
DREAM ACT LETTER TO OBAMA
VO:19
Nevada Senator Harry Reid, Sen. Dick Durbin of Illinois and 20 other Democratic
senators, today sent a letter to President Barack Obama asking him to establish
a rigorous, consistent and organized to handle requests to freeze the deportation
of those young who qualify under the DREAM Act if it were enacted into law.
Obama Administration - like the previous Bush administration has been granted



"deferred action" to some young people who would be eligible under the Dream
Act, however, these actions have been handled without a formal process, which
leads to inconsistent handling of these cases by the various immigration services
offices across the country. The senators asked the Obama Administration to
consider establishing a formal process for deferred action, and to track cases of
the Dream Act The letter emphasizes that students in the DREAM Act, unlike
violent criminals or individuals who if they are a danger to national security, not a
priority for law enforcement authorities. This would help maintain public order
resources are limited
 
AUTHORITIES EXAMINING BANKS MOVES ON RATE
VO: 19
A published report says that federal authorities are investigating whether some
major banks conspired to
improperly manipulate an important interest rate before and during the financial
crisis. The Wall Street Journal, citing unnamed people familiar with the inquiry,
reported Thursday that the Justice Department and Securities and Exchange
Commission are examining if the banks understated their borrowing costs, which
help determine the London interbank offered rate, called Libor. It's an average
rate set by banks each morning that measures how much they're going to charge
each other for loans. It affects the costs of hundreds of trillions of dollars in loans
and investments such as bonds, consumer loans and derivatives. The banks
being investigated include Bank of America, Citigroup and UBS, according to the
Journal article.
 
=============================
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NOTHING TO REPORT
 
================END OF THE REPORT=============


